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Key Findings 

The cloud can now do anything previously done on in-house data networks in myriad cost-effective ways by delivering every type 

of IT service imaginable. As a result, end customers are delaying or dumping plans to upgrade in-house IT setups. A vast and 

expanding array of software mounted on the major cloud platforms delivers security services, application services, data storage, 

and analysis and, if you cannot find what you want delivered as an IT service, you can use the cloud to develop your own custom 

software. One source likened on-demand cloud IT to making a bowl of instant ramen noodles: “You pick the services you want, 

add bandwidth to access them, and you are working.” But investors beware. All 17 Blueshift cloud-focused Tech Trends sources 

warn there is too much competition trying to sell too many similar services for all of them to last over time—and some early 

cloud services players are on the way out. 

▪ All sources pointed to one company as an example of risk in thinking any single vendor can dominate in cloud-based data 

services: MongoDB Inc. (MDB). The company is piling up customer data in its NoSQL database software but sources report 

a false sense among many that this is a good thing. While the company’s Atlas program can host databases in MongoDB’s 

format on any cloud—or in on-premise networks—sources said clients they help integrate to the cloud find MongoDB difficult 

to set up, with underlying support lacking. Most importantly, sources believe MongoDB will never be able to charge enough 

to actually turn a profit because there is competition all around them and price is rapidly becoming the sole sales 

differentiator—with the major clouds deciding at will what to charge for similar services.  

▪ As Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) Web Services (AWS) and other public clouds swallow up NoSQL databases for a wide variety 

of different tasks, the clouds themselves now offer what MongoDB does—for a lot less money. If a MongoDB customer does 

place data in the cloud at AWS, there is a snake lurking in the grass: Amazon’s DynamoDB alternative. Once a customer 

has moved off the free version of MongoDB to the paid version, the costs can rapidly pile up. AWS has a free tier of 

DynamoDB that allows customers to try different ways to build data tables so they can trial the offering. If they like what 

they see, AWS has a toolkit to migrate customers off of MongoDB for free. It is a case, sources said, where AWS can see 

what Mongo customers are at AWS and eventually snap them up. Sources saying MongoDB will make money, but never 

enough, as competition mounts. 

▪ This is a glaring example of the cloud services software trap. Sources called AWS the alpha predator in helping outside 

companies sell to third parties while using AWS’ framework to offer cloud services—only to be ready to pounce on a market 

when they think it is worth the financial gain. As one source put it, “AWS is a hungry great white shark.” 

▪ Companies like data log review and management firm Splunk Inc. (SPLK) suddenly see what they charge a lot of money to 

sell to on-prem clients dissolved away by native cloud software offered by AWS, Microsoft Corp. (MSFT), and Alphabet Inc.’s 

(GOOG/GOOGL) Google. This problem is forcing Splunk to expand into new services where competition is already operating.  

▪ There is danger, though, that certain types of traditional on-premise companies—notably firewall vendors and big hardware 

suppliers like Cisco Systems Inc. (CSCO), Dell Technologies Inc. (DELL), and IBM Corp. (IBM)—will not be the only ones 

increasingly hurt by the rush to the cloud. Software is everywhere. It keeps being developed and, eventually, certain 

companies that were early innings cloud services—like Box Inc. (BOX), Dropbox Inc. (DBX), and Slack Technologies Inc. 

(WORK)—could, sources predict, simply dwindle away as the clouds themselves build in more and more directly competitive 

tools for less money.  

Positive: AMZN, CRWD, DDOG, GOOG/GOOGL, MSFT, OKTA, SNOW 

Negative: BOX, CSCO, DBX, DELL, IBM, MDB, PANW, SPLK, WORK 

“Heard, tracked, understood, witnessed, confirmed, and you should really think about paying attention to this stuff.” 

Companies: AMZN, BOX, CRWD, CSCO, DBX, DDOG, DELL, GOOG/GOOGL, IBM, MDB, MSFT, OKTA, PANW, 

SNOW, SPLK, WORK 

November 24, 2020 

Research Question: 

How do rapidly evolving end customer IT needs affect sales prospects for various cloud-

based IT services companies? 

mailto:jfh@blueshiftideas.com
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Data Costs Have to Get Cheaper—and Cheaper isn’t Profitable Without Scale 

Sources said they sort cloud services companies by what is complementary to the cloud vs. what you can already get from the 

big cloud companies. If a company has developed something that helps customers better tap into remote work and mobility 

computing that ties back to the big clouds, that is good—at least for the near term. If, however, you are scrambling to adapt 

away from a rapidly aging last-gen, on-premise business model by taking an on-prem software licensing and support sales 

model and claiming it is now a shiny, new cloud business—that is a big problem because you will likely be charging too much to 

make up for revenue your legacy business is losing. In the age of mass data, costs must drop for software-based services, not 

go up, sources said. If you are trying to get into cloud services and you cannot scale like the big dogs, the squeeze is on. 

Besides increasingly positive views of AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform as the long-term winners of the overall 

cloud services universe in the Western world, more favorable ratings came in for endpoint protection and threat mitigation 

company Crowdstrike Holdings Inc. (CRWD), digital identity management firm Okta Inc. (OKTA), and data application cloud 

visibility and management firms Snowflake Inc. (SNOW) and Datadog Inc. (DDOG). Those companies are fully complementary 

to a multi-cloud, scattered remote work world, where you are working from wherever you happen to be at any time, so long as 

you can get an internet connection. That makes security on your access device—the endpoint—more important than ever. Yet, 

that also means you do not need another 50 security features crammed into an on-prem network to get your tasks done. The 

same holds true for your login identities—the key area Okta handles—as most people have numerous passwords for numerous 

places. Okta streamlines that process and makes it secure. Endpoint tied to ID is the secret sauce in the remote work era, 

sources said. Incorporating the ability to see where all of an organization’s data is active and then managing everything, as well 

as layering different types of embedded security on top of a many-cloud operation, makes Datadog and Snowflake the top two 

players in that field among sources.  

On the cusp is Splunk, which may or may not make the transition it needs to make before the clock strikes 12, sources report. 

Overall, they think Splunk’s core data-logging analysis business will slowly wilt away as native features in the cloud replace it. 

The crowded field it is moving toward will be too competitive for the company to successfully chase down, so the longer term 

Splunk trend is negative. 

From there, things will get harder for a host of companies, especially hardware/software vendors without any cloud scale of 

their own. Sources are becoming yet more negative on Cisco, Dell, and IBM, adding to building long-term negative outlooks 

reported by Tech Trends over the past two years. 

Sources are also building an endangered species list of early innings cloud services software collaboration companies, among 

them Box, Dropbox, and Slack. Sources said these companies have nothing unique to offer that cannot be found in offerings 

from AWS and Microsoft and, increasingly, Google Cloud Platform—the three of which now have multiple types of document and 

content sharing applications, with more being developed all the time. Several pointed to how Microsoft Teams is expanding 

across the entire collaboration universe, putting video, sound, graphics, any number of participants, and a multitude of other 

rich features into play across their global data center empire and out to any endpoint, mobile or fixed. Sources were adamant 

that the new generation of mobile phone app users are not served by what one called “clunky” last-gen collaboration platforms, 

when they have been trained to get what they need in a couple of clicks or screen touches. They called application platforms 

like Teams “killers” for Box, Dropbox, and Slack, noting that Microsoft can upgrade the platform weekly, as the cost to do so is 

not an issue. All sources were very negative on Box, Dropbox, and Slack over the near to long term. 

Palo Alto Networks Inc. (PANW) was cited for trying to pack too many things into a cloud security platform called Prisma that the 

company is grafting together from several acquisitions. Cloud-focused IT security sources all see Palo Alto’s moves as too 

complex, overkill, loaded with features nobody really needs to use except in the most specific of cases, and far too expensive. 

Another said, instead of throwing pasta against the wall to see what sticks, Palo Alto is throwing so much at the wall it is falling 

down: “Nobody needs everything they are trying to do. It’s too much.” Two other sources, noting that the top two executives at 

Palo Alto are former Google executives and Google Cloud is Prisma’s host data center infrastructure, said they believe Palo Alto 

is on a buying spree to develop its sprawling transformation away from in-house firewalls to a cloud IT security services company 

because it is actually developing Google’s eventual cloud security product set. They think Google and Palo Alto are possibly 

headed for more than just a working partnership.  

MongoDB kept being cited as needing more customer data to keep chasing a profit, while much of that data winds up on 

platforms at AWS, Microsoft, and Google where those companies can eventually take away any or all of MongoDB’s business. 

As a few sources said, “[Those companies could crush MongoDB] whenever they feel like it,” by continuously lowering prices 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
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for their own versions of NoSQL database management, queries, and analysis. 

Background 

Blueshift Research’s Senior Technology Editor John Harrington has been covering the expansion of cloud computing for the 

past 14 years and for Blueshift Research since 2014. This is the beginning of a new type of Tech Trends reporting where 

companies that formerly appeared to be in discreet IT networking silos now find themselves in a broader group of vendors 

offering cloud-based IT services to customers that used to do their own IT networking and applications in house. It is an 

expansive area, crowded with legacy vendors trying to become “cloud” companies, startups with seemingly new software 

applications popping up almost daily, fast-growth darlings yet to come close to turning a profit, and a panoply of those that got 

into the cloud services game 10 or fewer years ago now looking at the possibility of being driven away by the very cloud platforms 

they have been hosted on—Microsoft, AWS, and Google—as those platforms increasingly compete against them. For this initial 

report, we interviewed 17 executives, all repeats from previous Tech Trends networking and data integration reports, to capture 

views on how the mountain of cloud-based software has created a new category for companies to chase—the ability to deliver 

any kind of IT service to organizations and end users, regardless of what they want. Interviews were conducted throughout 

November. 

Key Quotes 

▪ “First of all, the only guys I can think of who can offer free to start on anything and later have that work out are 

Microsoft, Amazon, and Google. They can do it because of sheer size. Charge less but for many, as opposed to charge 

more for less than many. The idea that MongoDB offers free as a starting point has never been a good idea. I 

understand that you have to lure business. As they have brought in big 

operations to use their NoSQL, they have been able to charge for that and 

pull in revenue. But they also have many customers using MongoDB Atlas 

parking data at AWS and AWS is laughing about this. AWS laughs up their 

sleeve at any outside software company that sells to AWS customers 

because AWS can poach those customers at will by coming up with a 

competing version of the same thing. Look what happened with Oracle 

[Corp./ORCL]. That’s what DynamoDB is to MongoDB. It puts Mongo in an 

impossible situation over the long haul. First of all, there are technical use 

cases where MongoDB is not the best choice for NoSQL. Some types of 

queries are not customizable or they are slow. We have customers using 

Mongo and the support is something we hear complaints about regularly. 

Not that many operations want to run NoSQL across multi-cloud, which is 

where MongoDB tries to be different, because it does work across all the 

clouds and on your in-house deployment. Some customers will settle on an 

in-house/single cloud hybrid or move to the cheapest high-availability 

public cloud only, and that’s AWS. Here’s where Amazon is simply making 

it obvious that they cost less than half of MongoDB and they’ll migrate you 

off MongoDB for free. This is not a good situation at all, as costs for 

MongoDB’s customers matter. The more data you stack up in a database—

particularly scattered, multi-use, NoSQL, non-relational pile, where you 

have so many different things in there—it can’t keep getting more 

expensive. Cost per terabyte has to drop. That means cost ultimately 

becomes the only key sales difference. Look at what you can buy direct from 

AWS as opposed to what it costs to pull in an outside software company to 

run on the AWS cloud and this is something that I do not think any of your readers understand at all. AWS is a predator. 

AWS is a hungry great white shark. Over a period of years, they will gobble up all the outside software companies’ 

customers that have resources at AWS. It is actually their mission statement—to do the world’s IT services.” — CEO of 

a cloud migration and data management company that integrates for its clients on AWS and Microsoft 

▪ “Yes, I do believe there are many IT companies on the endangered species list because cloud services has to be a 

scale business for it to be delivered to customers in a cost-effective way. Dropbox was a very good idea in the early 

AWS laughs up their sleeve at 

any outside software company 

that sells to AWS customers 

because AWS can poach those 

customers at will by coming up 

with a competing version of the 

same thing. … AWS is a 

predator. AWS is a hungry great 

white shark. Over a period of 

years, they will gobble up all the 

outside software companies’ 

customers that have resources 

at AWS. It is actually their 

mission statement—to do the 

world’s IT services.”  

CEO of a cloud migration and data 

management company that integrates 

for its clients on AWS and Microsoft 
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days of collaboration across networks and platforms for document sharing. It helped launch a wave of corporate 

collaboration. Now, if you look at the built-in ways to collaborate that the clouds offer direct, I’d say your panel is correct 

in looking at Slack, Dropbox, Box, and others as being likely unable to last in the world we have found ourselves in—

the mobility world—where everything is at your fingertips and you have applications like Teams on worldwide platforms 

at Microsoft. If you are an independent company, you can’t scale with that. You can’t compete with that. You simply 

can’t.” — Senior executive at a cloud integration and client cloud management firm serving large customers in the 

Northeast 

▪ “If everything becomes a service, instead of you doing it yourself, how do companies that are telling you to still do it 

yourself keep a straight face when their salespeople are selling you? If you decide you’ll switch to a service, there are 

two things that matter. A. Does it work—does it deliver? B. How much does it cost? If you can deliver and the price is 

right, you’ll sell it. If you are full of [malarkey] and a customer sees that, even if you try to give it away for free, people 

won’t want it. This is where the clouds themselves will own cloud services over a period of the next five years. It really 

does not make a lot of sense to use the cloud if you have to use software that has not been built by the cloud. There 

are some exceptions. You can use Snowflake and Datadog to control how much you spend at a place like AWS because 

that can spiral out of control if you are not careful. Those are useful tools but they will have to become less expensive 

to use over time because there is too much competition and too much data. What we have now are hundreds of dogs 

chasing their tails around saying they will become a dominant player in some field when the only dominant players will 

be the cloud guys and then some complementary underlying technologies, or useful tools.” — CEO of a large security 

and data storage firm doing business with the Fortune 1000 in healthcare and manufacturing 

About the Author 

John Harrington is an award-winning investigative reporter and veteran Wall Street researcher. John previously served as senior 

editor and senior researcher at OTR Global and was a three-time Emmy Award-winning TV journalist. 

John brings expertise and relationships in internet networking, network security, fiber optic communications, and data center 

computing to Blueshift Research. John will contribute regularly, sharing deep insight into tech and communications trends, 

often before they are recognized by Wall Street. 

Report Coverage Areas and Companies 

Blueshift Research has been reporting on the following technology areas since Feb. 14, 2014, covering these public companies: 

▪ Cloud Computing/On-Demand Hosted IT (AMZN, BABA, CRM, GOOG/GOOGL, IBM, MSFT, ORCL, WDAY) 

▪ Enterprise IT Networking (ANET, CSCO, CTXS, DELL, FFIV, HPE, IBM, JNPR, MSFT, ORCL, RHT) 

▪ Data Security (CHKP, FEYE, FTNT, INTC, JNPR, MSFT, PANW, SYMC) 

▪ Data Storage/Management/Analysis (AMZN, BRCD, CSCO, GOOG/GOOGL, HPE, IBM, INTC, MSFT, NTAP, ORCL, PSTG, 

RHT, TDC, WDC) 

▪ Data Centers and Fiber Optic Networking (AMZN, CONE, DFT, DLR, EQIX, GOOG/GOOGL, IBM, INTC, MSFT, NVDA, QTS, 

ZAYO) 

▪ Fiber Network Construction and Implementation (ALU, CIEN, CSCO, DY, GLW, IESC, JNPR, NOK) 

To access these reports, please contact your Blueshift Research sales representative or John Harrington. 
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